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ABOUT SABRIMALA TEMPLE 

If the Supreme Court looks beyond the essential practices doctrine, it can lead to a 

radical re-reading of the Constitution 

Sabarimala is located in Kerala. 

It is one of the largest annual pilgrimages in the world with an estimated 45–50 million 

devotees visiting every year. 

The dense forest, around the temple is known as Poongavanam.  

The shrine at Sabarimala is an ancient temple of Ayyappan also known as sasta and 

Dharmasasta. 

In the 12th century, Manikandan, a prince of Pandalam dynasty, meditated at Sabarimala 

temple and became one with the divine. Manikandan was an avatar of Ayyappan. 

WORLD MAP 



 
MCQ 

Q.1. What is the currency of China? 

(1) Dollar (2) Peso (3) Renminbi (4) Euro (5) Yen 

Option (3) 

For other options: 

Dollar- United States of America, Panama, Bahamas, El Salvador etc 

Peso- Argentina 

Euro- Germany, France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Belgium etc  

Yen- Japan 

IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES ARTICLE (1) 

 

Doctrine (N)- credo, dogma, belief- सिद्धान्त 

Radical (Adj.)- thorough, complete, total- आमलू 

Detention (N)- the punishment of being kept in school after hours. 

Cure (N)- solution, answer, antidote- िमाधान  

Undermine (V)- threaten, weaken, diminish- दरु्बल करना 

Intent (N)- aim, purpose, intention, objective- प्रयोजन 

Determinant (N)- A factor which decisively affects the outcome of something.- सनधाबरक तत्व 

Detain (V)- delay, hold up, retard- रोके रखना 

Faulty (Adj.)- defective, flawed, unsound- दोषपरू्ब 

Pioneering(Adj.)- involving new ideas or methods.- नए सवचारों/सवसधयों िे पररपरू्ब 

Purview (N)- the scope of the influence of something. 

Tinker with (Phr. V)- try to mend, dabble with- िधुारने की कोसिि करना  

IDIOMS and PHRASES 
Bright-eyed and bushy-tailed- very enthusiastic and full of energy. 

e.g. Amit was fantastic. He arrived bright-eyed and bushy-tailed sharp.at 7am. 



Cause a stir- to create an atmosphere of excitement or great interest. 

e.g. The arrival of the coffee machine caused quite a stir in the hostel. 

Champ at the bit- the one who is ready and eager to start an activity, and is showing 

impatience at being delayed. 

e.g. The show was delayed for ten minutes that the students were champing at the bit. 

One word Substitution : A leader who sways(प्रवतृ्त करना) his followers by his oratory- 

Demagogue-हगंामा खड़ा करने करने वाला नेता  

ARTICLE (1) 

DETENTION NO CURE 

The amendment to the Right to Education Act will only undermine its intent 

The legislation to amend the Right to Education Act to give States the power to detain 

students who fail an examination in Class 5 or 8 is a negative measure.  

 The proposed change will allow State Boards to declare a student failed and detain 

her on the basis of an examination, although Section 30(1) of the RTE Act holds 

out the assurance that no child shall be required to face any Board examination till 

completion of elementary education. 

Some factors are determined not only by a student’s effort but also by the number and 

quality of teachers, processes for continuous assessment and, crucially, active 

engagement of parents and the community in encouraging excellence. It is the lack of 

attention to some of these determinants that has created what Human Resource 

Development Minister Prakash Javadekar calls a “broken” school education system. 

Detaining already disadvantaged children can only break it further, and render the RTE 

Act a dead letter. 

The case to replace the no-detention provision with one that reintroduces examinations in 

grades 3, 5 and 8 was made by a sub-committee of the Central Advisory Board of 

Education set up to review the provision, but its assumptions were faulty.  

For one, it concluded that the crucial guarantee could be implemented only under ideal 

conditions. 

Besides, the proposed ‘cure’ may make another problem worse: when parents are unable 

to ensure regular attendance of children due to social circumstances, it is inconceivable 

that detaining them for non-performance will act as an incentive to attend school 

regularly. 

Tinkering with the RTE Act without sufficient thought will erode a major constitutional 

achievement. 

RTE ACT 

The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act, 2009, under Article 

21-A, means that every child has a right to full time elementary education of satisfactory 

and equitable quality in a formal school which satisfies certain essential norms and 

standards. 

Article 21-A and the RTE Act came into effect on 1 April 2010. The title of the RTE Act 

incorporates the words ‘free and compulsory’. ‘Compulsory education’ casts an 

obligation on the appropriate Government and local authorities to provide and ensure 



admission, attendance and completion of elementary education by all children in the 6-14 

age group.  

TONE OF THE ARTICLE 

Detention No Cure 

Analytical 

(The characteristic of an analytical tone is the presence of reasons or logic/ justifications 

to support something. In such passages, the author tries to analyze an issue, presenting 

the pros and cons, or compares two or more things and tells you why he feels something 

is better etc.) 

PHRASAL VERBS 

break in enter a place unlawfully The burglar broke in between 

    midnight and 2 AM. 

      

break in on + interrupt (a conversation) Jane broke in on the conversation and told us to get back to work. 

     

   

break into + enter a house unlawfully The burglar broke into the house 

    between midnight and 2 AM. 

      

break into + interrupt (a conversation) Priya broke into the conversation and told us what she knew. 

SENTENCE REARRANGEMENT 

Q.1. In the following question part (A) is fixed hence rearrange the remaining parts 

i.e.; (B), (C), (D), and (E) of the sentence. If the given sentence is already arranged, 

mark option number (5) i.e.; No change required as your answer. 
The draft Higher Education Commission of India,(A)/ on campuses (B)/ the UGC; 

push for more government control;(C)/ and stifle critical thinking(D)/ aims at replacing a 

historical statutory body,(E) 

(1) BCED   (2) EBCD   (3) DBCE     (4) CBDA     (E) No change required 

OPTION (2) 
Explanation: The draft Higher Education Commission of India, aims at replacing a 

historical statutory(enacted by statute) body, the UGC; push for(to request something, in 

a persistent manner.) more government control; and stifle(suppress) critical thinking on 

campuses. 
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LETTER TO THE BRANCH MANAGER REGARDING TRANSFERRING THE 

ACCOUNT 

A- 354, Tilak Nagar 

East Peter Lane 

Kolkata 700028 

 

26th July, 2018 

 

To, 

 

The Relationship Manager 

Axis Bank 

South Dakota Branch 

Kolkata 

 

Subject: Application for transfer of Bank account to Amritsar Branch. 



 

Respected Sir, 

 

This is to bring into your kind notice that I Ajay Singh (Acc no- 17209056778932) have 

been enjoying the benefits of current account with your Branch since 1997, in the name 

of “SATMA TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD. ”. I am quite satisfied with the services 

provided y your staff. 

Owing to my business expansion from August 2018 my office is shifting to Amritsar and 

I am unable to maintain the account at your branch.  

In this circumstance, please transfer the above Bank account to your Amritsar Branch 

after completing your Branch formalities. I am enclosing the necessary documents that 

are required. 

 

Your kind co-operation will be highly appreciated. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

Ajay Singh 

SURPRISE QUESTION 

Q.1. What is called the killing of one's brother or sister? 

(1) Matricide (2) Homicide (3) Patricide (4) Fratricide (5) Genocide 

Option (4) 

Interesting Fact: “CIDE (SUFFIX)-KILLING” 

Explanation:  

Matricide(N)-the killing of one's mother. 

Homicide(N)- the killing of one person by another. 

Patricide(N)- one who murders his or her own father. 

Genocide(N)- the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those of a 

particular nation or ethnic group. 

IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES ARTICLE (2) 

Stand-off- (Phr. V)- move or keep away. 

Capricious (Adj.)-  fickle, inconstant, changeable-असथिर  

Delegation (N)- a body of delegates or representatives- प्रसतसनसधमंडल 

Muzzling (V)- prevent (a person or group) from expressing their opinions freely. 

 

The resolution of the CAATSA stand-off will let India and U.S. address other bilateral 

issues  

The U.S. Congress’s report allowing the introduction of a presidential waiver of its 

controversial Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA) will 

be greeted with a sense of relief in both New Delhi and Washington. The two 

governments have been working hard to avert a stand-off over the issue. 



The matter was particularly heated with India making it clear it would go ahead with the 

S-400 Triumf missile system deal with Russia regardless of the U.S. law and the threat of 

sanctions. CAATSA, signed reluctantly (unwillingly) by President Donald Trump last 

August would have forced his administration to impose sanctions on any country carrying 

out significant defence and energy trade with sanctioned entities in Russia, Iran and 

North Korea.  

Indian delegations led by the Foreign Secretary had made a three-fold case for the 

waiver. 

No weapons India bought would be used against the U.S.; that the U.S., which wants to 

partner with India in the Indo-Pacific, would hamper (obstruct) India’s military abilities 

by applying the sanctions or denying the country crucial technology. 

The Joint Explanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference, which reconciles 

House and Senate versions, has accepted the need for waivers. 

While the resolution of CAATSA-related sanctions is welcome, it isn’t the only irritant in 

the U.S.-India relationship that needs the attention of the External Affairs and Defence 

Ministers at the ‘2+2 dialogue’ with their American counterparts scheduled for 

September. 

Given the capricious and unpredictable policy swings Mr. Trump has shown, it will be 

prudent (wise) for New Delhi not to presume that the problems over CAATSA have fully 

blown over. 

 
 

Tone of the article 

SANCTIONS RELIEF 

TECHNICAL 

(political issues are being mentioned.) 



 

Home assignment 

 

Q.1. On the basis of waste material framework express the measure to curb the use of 

plastic because it is polluting India. Write an essay in your own words. (max marks-30) 

 

  
 


